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Abstract 

The dynamic nature of new generation scientific problems needs undergoing 

review in the traditional and static management of computing resources in Exascale 

computing systems. Doing so will support dynamic and unpredictable requests of 

the scientific programs for different type of resources. To achieve this facility, it is 

necessary to present a dynamic load balancing model to manage the load of the 

system efficiently based on the requests of the programs. Currently, the distributed 

Exascale systems with heterogeneous resources are the best branch of distributed 

computing systems that should be able to support the scientific programs with 

dynamic and interactive requests to resources. In this thesis, distributed Exascale 

systems are regarded as the operational and real distributed systems, and the 

dynamic load balancing model for the distributed controlling of load in the nodes in 

distributed Exascale computing systems are presented. The dominant paradigm in 

this model is derived from Operation Research sciences, and the request aware 

approach is replaced with the command-based approach in managing the load of the 

system. The results of evaluation show us the significant improvement regarding the 

performance by using the proposed load balancing mechanism in compare with the 

common distributed load balancing mechanisms. 

 

Rende, Cosenza, Italy                           Seyedeh Leili Mirtaheri 

November 2015 
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1 Introduction  

Distributed system is a fascinating field that is evolving rapidly across many 

domains. Classical systems and learning theories have focused on optimizing stand-

alone systems or learners with great success [1]. 

These studies have brought forward notable examples of complex systems 

that derive their sophistication from coordination among simpler units and from the 

aggregation and processing of distributed pieces of information. While each unit in 

these systems is not capable of sophisticated behavior on its own, it is the interaction 

among the constituents that leads to systems that are resilient to failure and that are 

capable of adjusting their behavior in response to changes in their environment. 

These discoveries have motivated diligent efforts towards a deeper understanding of 

processing, adaptation, and learning over complex networks in several disciplines 

including machine learning, optimization, control, economics, biological sciences, 

information sciences, and the social sciences [2, 3]. 

In the distributed mode of operation, nodes are connected by a topology and 

they are permitted to share information of resources only with their immediate 

neighbors [4]. There are many good reasons for the peaked interest in such 

distributed solutions. Some of these reasons have to do with the benefits of 

cooperation in terms of improved performance and improved robustness and 

resilience to failure. Other reasons deal with privacy and secrecy considerations 

where nodes may not be comfortable sharing their data with remote fusion centers. 

In other situations, the resources may already be available in dispersed locations, as 

happens with distributed computing systems such as grid computing, cloud 

computing and distributed Exascale computing [5, 6].  
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Distributed computing system consists of a group of computers, each of which 

has an independent operating system and all are connected to each other through a 

computer network [7]. There is a system software in each of these computers that 

envisages the whole distributed system as a coherent system to its users. Each user 

is assumed to be able to connect to and transparently access all available resources 

in the distributed system as though connecting and accessing their own local 

resources. This definition of distributed computing systems is very general and 

covers all types of purposes for user resource connectivity. Users get connected to 

resources to receive different facilities and services like computing, file sharing, I/O 

sharing, and storage. In distributed computing systems with mission of high 

performance computing (HPC), the main concern of managing resources is reaching 

to minimum execution time in running scientific/industrial programs [8, 9].  

Distributed Exascale computing system (DECS) in this thesis is defines as a 

distributed computing system with concerns of Exascale computing. In DECSs, 

efficient execution of program is directly related to effective management of 

resources. Many attempts have been done to improve effective utilization of 

resources and efficient management mechanisms have been proposed to solve the 

challenges during the time. In resource management framework, the load balancer 

is the key unit in efficient utilization of resources and improving response time.  

In the 21st century, the HPC community has experienced astronomical 

increases in the complexity and sensitivity of scientific and commercial problems to 

be solved by the computer application programs. Exascale computing is a promising 

technology for satisfying such demands and their challenges [5, 9]. 

In roadmap of Exascale computing as the next generation HPC systems, is 

mentioned that the scientific programs are going to get more complex with 

unpredictable requests and requires large scale and more powerful HPC systems [5]. 
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These challenges should be concerned in design and development of next generation 

high performance computing systems. It means all unites of next generation HPC 

systems should be designed and developed based on the behavior of the new 

scientific programs. As mentioned, load balancer unit has pivotal role is HPC 

systems and as the main software units of these systems, should be designed and 

developed respect to mentioned challenges [8, 10].   

We consider important challenges of load balancing in DECSs and we focus 

on its two major aspects as follows: 1) how to deal with complex nature of 21 century 

problems and unpredictable behavior of them 2) how to deal with scalable, dynamic 

and distributed platforms [11].  

The challenge of complex nature of new scientific problems means the 

program has dynamic and unpredictable requirements at runtime, it cause the load 

of the system changes dynamically. 

The challenge of scalable, dynamic and distributed platform means there is 

not a stable and predictable underlying platform and there is not any guaranty for 

efficient load execution after assigning the loads to nodes so we have to balance the 

load of the system at runtime dynamically.  

We consider the issue of developing a mechanism for estimating the load 

status in nodes in a distributed computing system over a partially connected 

communication network and balance it.  

In load balancing mechanism, there are some parameters that they have direct 

impact in efficiency of load balancing operation. A group of these parameters are 

determined by specifying the status of nodes [12]. Practically, the nodes’ speed up 

in executing the commands and the current load of them are two important factors 

in specifying the status of the nodes and making decision to distribute the load based 
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on them. Actually, it’s clear that, the load balancer should migrate and transfer the 

extra load from the nodes with low speed and over loaded to nodes with high speed 

and lower loaded. Therefore, defining the parameters that consider the both the 

factors of commands execution speed up and the load of the nodes and using them 

in calculating the status of the nodes can be effective in making accurate decision in 

load balancing unit.  

The second group of parameters are related to execution of load balancing 

mechanism that among them specifying the start time of load balancing mechanism 

is important issue. Different strategies are presented for this issue but in this thesis 

we use one-shot strategy. In this policy, at the moment that extra load is imposed in 

the node, the load balancing operation start to work [13].  

The third group of parameters are related to interconnection platform status. 

The important effective parameter in load balancing mechanism from these 

parameters is the communication delay between the nodes. In this thesis, we focus 

on this parameter in proposing the efficient load balancing mechanism. Actually, in 

load balancing mechanism, two types of information transfer are done. The first 

types are the information of node status, command execution speed up and the 

current load of the nodes. Since the amount and volume of these information is low, 

therefore, the system does not impose significant delay derived of these type of 

information transfer. But the second type of information is related to the load that 

should be transferred. Since the volume of transferred load in most of the programs 

is too much, the delay caused by the transmission will be most significant and it’s 

directly negative impact on system performance. In this thesis, a Compensating 

factor is defined to transfer accurate portion of load to neighbor nodes by considering 

the transfer delay. We also suggest three methods to determine the value of this 

factor to transfer accurate amount of load [14].  
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The suggested load balancing mechanism in this thesis is completely 

distributed because it is designed to work in Exascale computing systems. One of 

the important issue in this area is the system’s scalability and in centralized 

architecture, it is completely limited by the server node capacity [15].    

Actually, in the suggested load balancing mechanism, suggested in this thesis, 

there are not any centralized operations. All the operations such as gathering the 

information of node status, distributing the load, result gathering are done 

completely locally and distributed. It means that all the nodes make decision on all 

the operations themselves, cooperating with their neighbors and finally, the total 

load of the system is balanced. Distributed computing systems offer an efficient and 

inexpensive way to process workloads composed of a large number of independent 

tasks in a cooperative manner.  

Based on status of nodes connections, distributed systems are divided into two 

groups named fully connected and partially connected distributed systems [16]. In 

fully connected distributed systems, each node has access to all other nodes in the 

system directly while in partially connected distributed systems there is a concept 

named neighborhood and each node only has direct access only to its neighbors. 

Actually, the real implemented distributed systems are partially connected network 

and the considered distributed system in this thesis is partially connected systems 

with support of scalability in size, geography and management.  

In distributed system, there are two strategies for distributing the loads among 

the nodes, named sender-initiated strategy and receiver initiated strategy [17]. In 

sender based strategy, the processor is overloaded, and sends work to another that 

initiates the transaction.  In receiver base, the under-loaded processor initiates the 

transaction by sending a message to other nodes.  In some cases, receiver based 

algorithms are better and in some cases, depending on the algorithm and network 
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topology, sender based may sometimes be better.  In this thesis we used sender 

initiated strategy based on distributed platform.  

In this thesis, a model is proposed that each node can calculate the number of 

available tasks in their inside at the specific time period and each node can estimate 

its status based on this model. Each node by calculating this model and estimating 

its status will be member of two following sets that they are defined in this thesis, I 

and Ic. I is a set with member of nodes with positive load, and Ic is a set of nodes 

with negative load. The nodes with negative load, relative to their computing power 

and volume of load that is intended to them to run, have more capacity to execute 

the tasks and it’s possible to assign more task to them. On the other hand, the nodes 

with positive load has less computing power than the considered load for them and 

a portion of their load should be transferred to other nodes. Practically, this load 

balancing mechanism can be introduced for estimating amount of transferred load 

from node with positive load to node with negative load. 

The next phase, core of the thesis, has aimed at showing the strong relation 

between load balancing mechanism and operations research. In particular, it has 

explained how to adapt and extend the classic models and methodologies provided 

by operations research for efficiently solving specific challenging issues related to 

load balancing. In this direction, we have focused on the question that how specify 

the optimum amount of transferred load while the idle times of nodes in the system 

be in its minimum states?  We present a model for accurate estimating of extra load 

in each node. There are two important issues in this model, the first issue is that 

model should be used distributed and second issue is that the delay time of load 

transferring should be considered in this model. In the proposed model, the delay of 

load transferring is considered as an important issue in making decision about the 

migration of load from one node to another node. The transfer delay factor is 
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considered in the proposed model in specifying the portion of transferring load while 

the performance of the proposed load balancing mechanism increase, especially in 

the systems that the delay of transferring is noticeable. In the evaluation phase, the 

following issue are evaluated: 

 The task execution process versus the time in the network when load 

balancing is not performed 

 The task execution process versus the time in the network when load 

balancing is performed without load transfer delay considerations 

 The effect of load transfer delay on idle time of systems. 

 The performance evaluation of our first proposed method on total task 

execution time 

 The illustration of load execution time where source and destination 

nodes have different processing speed and no compensation is used. 

 Performance evaluation of first proposed method on total load 

execution time where source and destination nodes have different processing speed 

and no compensation is used. 

 Performance evaluation of second proposed method on total load 

execution time where source and destination nodes have different processing speed 

and no compensation is used. 

 Effect of compensator value in the total execution time 

 Effect of different load transfer speed on the load execution time. 

 Effect of different load execution speed on the load execution time 
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 The effect of execution speed up ration and load transferring speed up 

in execution of the load 

 The impact of network size in performance of proposed methods.  

The results show us the significant improvement in performance by using the 

proposed load balancing mechanism in compare with the common distributed load 

balancing mechanisms. 

The thesis is organized as follows. Chapter 2 contains a background overview of 

load Balancing, workload definition, load balancing metrics, dynamic load 

balancing, the policies of dynamic load balancing algorithms, centralized and 

distributed based dynamic load balancing, centralized dynamic load balancing, 

primary and centralized node based dynamic load balancing, distributed non-

cooperative dynamic load balancing, distributed cooperative dynamic load 

balancing, load balancing in distributed Exascale computing systems. In Chapter 3 

we propose a novel dynamic and distributed load balancing model.  The model 

present a model to estimate the machine state locally and then specify how much of 

load should be transferred. In Chapter 4 simulation results of the average completion 

time of a workload using the proposed model along with the extended global one-

shot DLB policy are presented. We also compare the proposed model with other load 

balancing mechanism and present the results of evaluation. Our conclusions and 

suggestions for future work are presented in Chapter 5. 

 

2 Background  

This chapter presents some background for the research presented in this 

thesis. We start with a review, in Sections 2.1, of load balancing concept and general 

issues, workload definition and load balancing metrics, which provides an important 
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context for load balancing area. In Section 2.2 we discuss load balancing categories 

and give a good category of load balancing with approach of practically.  In Section 

2.3 we review state-of-the-art algorithms for dynamic load balancing.  

 

2.1 Load Balancing 

Load balancing is a method for distributing tasks onto multiple computers 

based on different policies [18]. For instance, distributing incoming HTTP requests 

(tasks) for a web application onto multiple web servers. In parallel computing 

systems, when a parallel job is assigned to the system for execution, load balancer 

specifies the time and location of each parts of the parallel job to execute based on 

the global objective and introduced executive policies in the system. In high 

performance computing systems (HPCS), the main objective are decreasing 

response time and increasing throughput [19]. Figure 2.1 is a diagram illustrating the 

basic principle of load balancing: 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 2.1: Load Balancing Diagram 

 

Standard load balancing manager includes five activities, queuing, 

scheduling, monitoring, resource control and accountants. As shown in figure 2.2, 

Queuing is the first phase of load balancing operation and in this unit the tasks 
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assigned by user, and this process finished by giving the result of executed program 

to user [20]. 

 

 

  

 

 

 

 

 

     

                      Figure 2.2: Standard load balancing manager schema 

 

The aim of these five activities is efficient matching of user-specified 

workload to existing resources by keeping balance the load of the system. As shown 

in figure 2.2, the standard process of load balancing manager starts by receiving the 

jobs from users in queuing unit. Different people from separate locations at various 

times submit different jobs to the system that are possibly ignorant of needs being 

executed on the same system by other users. A queuing unit put the randomly 

submitted jobs to queues until system resources are available to assign to each of 

them. Different distributed queues may be provided based on system aim and 

policies, priorities and specific requirements to reach optimal scheduling [20, 21].  

After placement of jobs in queues, scheduling unit is activated. Scheduling is 

a fundamental technique for improving performance in computer systems. 

Scheduling policies are implicitly (or explicitly) used everywhere that a resource 
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needs to be allocated. Whenever there is contention for a limited resource, a queue 

builds, and a scheduling policy is used to determine the order in which the resource 

is allocated to satisfy requests. The scheduler has to balance the priorities of each 

job, with the demands of other jobs, the existing system compute and storage 

resources, and the governing policies dictated for their use by system administrators. 

Scheduler should be able to deal with different types of jobs such as huge jobs, small 

jobs, real-time jobs, high-priority jobs, dynamic jobs, static jobs and etc. The 

scheduler governs the order of execution based on these independent priority 

assessments [22]. 

In this architecture, existence of a unit for controlling the resources and 

putting the programs on the designated nodes, moving the necessary files to the 

respective nodes, starting jobs, suspending jobs, terminating jobs, and offloading 

result files is necessary. Resource controlling unit is responsible of mentioned duties. 

It informs the scheduler when resources are available and handles any exception 

conditions across the set of nodes committed to a given user job [20]. 

Since gathering information about status of resources help to make decision 

accurately, a unit should be designed in this architecture to track resource 

availability, task status on each node, and operational health of the nodes 

continuously. Monitoring can be active based on polling method or interrupt method 

[23].  

Other unit of the architecture is accounting unit. Actually, in distributed 

computing systems, records must be automatically kept of user accounts and system 

work. These record are kept in order to evaluate billing, as well as to calculate total 

resource utilization, availability, and demand response effectiveness. System 

administrators and managers measure effectiveness of scheduling policies, 

maintenance practices, and user allocations by this tools.  
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2.1.1 Workload 

Workload is the amount of work to be done by system. To make decision 

about the workload assigning to the system, we have to define indicators. The 

indicators represent the use of system resources. Since the resources of computing 

systems are member of these four groups processor, memory, I/O and file, the 

indicators of workload are defined based on them [24, 25]. 

In high performance computing systems, load of processor and the length of 

its queue is the most common indicator for calculating workload. However, memory, 

bandwidth, inter process communication and disk have been proposed as workload 

indicators [26, 27]. 

 

2.1.2 Load Balancing Metrics  

There are some metrics for load balancing mechanism that they are gathered 

as following [28, 29]: 

I. Response Time: It is the amount of time taken to respond by a particular 

load balancing algorithm in a distributed system. This parameter should be 

minimized.  

II. Throughput: It is used to determine the number of jobs whose 

execution has been completed. It should be high to improve the performance of the 

system. 

III. Overhead: It determines the amount of overhead involved while 

implementing a load balancing algorithm. It is composed of overhead due to 

movement of tasks, inter-processor and inter-process communication. This should 

be minimized so that a load balancing technique can work efficiently.  
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IV. Fault Tolerance: It is the time to migrate the jobs or resources from 

one node to other. It should be minimized in order to enhance the performance of 

the system.  

V. Resource Utilization: It is used to check the utilization of resources. It 

should be optimized for an efficient load balancing. 

VI. Scalability: It is the ability of an algorithm to perform load balancing 

for a system with any finite number of nodes. This metric 

 

2.2 Load Balancing Categorization  

Nature of applications and computing platforms are two key parameters for 

designing efficient load balancing algorithms, we categorized algorithm parameters 

based on them.  

Nature of application can be static or dynamic [30]. It’s clear that any 

applications need software and hardware resources to execute. Requirement of 

applications with static nature to resources is clear and measurable at compile time 

and it’s possible to allocate the resources to applications and distribute the load of 

the system before running the applications. In contrast to static applications, 

dynamic applications requirements to resources only be assessed at runtime. 

Actually, behavior of the dynamic applications is unpredictable and at runtime the 

processes of the application request new resources that were not considered 

previously or new process creates at the system or a priority of process execution 

change at runtime. In this situation, load balancer should be able to active at runtime 

and handle the new event and adjust the load of the system in order to better 

performance.  
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Computing platform is other effective parameter in designing load balancing 

algorithms that point to platforms characteristics. The underlying platform of 

computing system includes computer hardware, system software and networking. 

The main distinctions between different platforms are related to homogeneity and 

heterogeneity characteristics, open or close systems characteristics, scalable or non-

scalable characteristics and structure of system characteristics.  

The definition of a heterogeneous computing platforms depends to some 

extent on the application. The three main issues determining the classification are 

the hardware, the communication layer, and the software (operating system, 

compiler, compiler options). Any differences in these areas can potentially affect the 

behavior of the application. In heterogeneous computing platforms, it’s not possible 

to send equal workload to all nodes of the system same as homogeneous computing 

platforms [31]. 

Scalable systems are able to scale up or down in size, geographic and 

management at system life time duration [32]. Actually, scalability issue is defined 

in three dimensions, include number of users and/or processes (size scalability), 

maximum distance between nodes (geographical scalability) and number of 

administrative domains (administrative scalability). The three dimensions of scale 

affect distributed systems in many ways. Among the affected components are 

naming, authentication, authorization, accounting, communication, the use of 

remote resources, and the mechanisms by which users view the system. Scale affects 

reliability: as a system scales numerically, the likelihood that some host will be down 

increases; as it scales geographically, the likelihood that all hosts can communicate 

will decrease. Scale also affects performance: its numerical component affects the 

load on the servers and the amount of communication; its geographic component 

affects communication latency. Administrative complexity is also affected by scale: 
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administration becomes more difficult as changes become more frequent and as they 

require the interaction of different administrative entities, possibly with conflicting 

policies. Finally, scale affects heterogeneity: as the size of a system grows it. 

Therefore, we need an adaptive load balancer to be able consider new changes in 

this dynamic system.  

The open systems let the nodes/elements to interact with nodes/elements from 

other open systems to work together to accomplish a job. The definition of open 

system definition has changed over time, but today open systems are usually 

considered to be systems that interoperate through open interfaces. In this situation, 

load balancer should be able to work independent of differences in underlying layers, 

closed systems do not work that way and initialized setting of the system don’t 

change during life time of system [33].  

Other important parameter of the platforms is related to their structure. System 

structure can be centralized, decentralized and distributed. Classification of a system 

as centralized, decentralized or distributed refers to communication and control 

organization, primarily. Based on the system structure, assignment of tasks to 

processes also can be classified as centralized, decentralized and distributed [34]. 

In centralized load balancer, master process holds a collection of tasks to be 

performed by the slave processes and when a task is completed, a slave process 

requests another. All slaves are the same (replicated worker), but specialized slaves 

capable of performing certain tasks are also possible [35]. 
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Figure 2.3: Centralized system diagram 

Centralized systems have been in use for a long time such as in master and 

slaves based systems. The centralized systems directly control the operation of the 

individual nodes and flow of information from a single center. All individuals are 

directly dependent on the central manager to send and receive information, and to 

be commanded. The working diagram of a centralized system is shown in figure 2.3, 

in this system, individual units (represented by nodes in the figure 2.3), are directly 

controlled by the central manager. The individual nodes are forbidden to coordinate 

and work-together among themselves. Instead, each of them is obliged to follow the 

order from the center. The tasks are handed out from a centralized location and one 

dedicated master process directly controls each of a set of slave processes. 

In decentralized system, management mechanism is decentralized in a 

hierarchical order such that there are middle tier powers between the central and 

local nodes [36]. In such decentralized system, one authority controls others directly 

below it and becomes controlled by the one directly above it. In doing so, the central 

authority can control the entire system. The working diagram of a decentralized 

system is shown in figure 2.4 too, the individual nodes are forbidden to coordinate 

and work-together among themselves. A decentralized system is also known 

Central Controller  
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as layered system or hierarchical system. In distributed load balancer, work pool is 

distributed among several master and each master controls one group of slaves. 

 

 

Figure 2.4: Decentralized System Diagram 

 

A distributed system has no center manager and to not have to depend on a 

center manager for the functioning is the most prized asset of the distributed system. 

All nodes in a distributed system are networked on the basis of equality, 

independence, and cooperation. The lowest level nodes (authorities) can interact 

with their neighboring nodes using commonly agreed protocols, thereby building 

strong network that can be many times more resilient than centralized or 

decentralized systems [37].  

The greatest advantage of this system is that its resilience increasing the 

number of the participants. The working diagram of a distributed system is shown 

in figure 2.5, where the individual nodes are sovereign to coordinate and work-

together among themselves. A distributed system is also known as layer-less system 
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or hierarchy-less system. A distributed system uses lateral (horizontal) protocols 

based on equality of relationship as opposed to a decentralized system, which uses 

hierarchical protocols where a higher node must always control the lower ones. 

Distributed systems permit independent nodes to make their own decisions.  

In distributed load balancer, once tasks are (initially) distributed among 

processes (that moreover are able to generate new tasks), all processes can execute 

tasks from each other and tasks could be transferred by a receiver-initiated method 

or sender-initiated method. In receiver-initiated method a process that has only few 

or no tasks to perform requests tasks from other processes it selects (works well at 

high system loads). In sender-initiated method: a process with heavy load sends tasks 

to other processes it selects and that are willing to accept them (works well at light 

overall system loads). 

 

 

Figure 2.5: Distributed system diagram 

 

Therefore, based on the two effective parameters in designing load balancing 

algorithms named nature of applications and computing platforms, we can conclude 

that we face two system situations, are mainly faced: predictable and unpredictable 

situations. Based on them, load balancing mechanism are categorized into two 
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groups of mechanisms, static load balancing and dynamic load balancing [38]. In 

static load balancing mechanisms, the tasks are distributed between nodes at compile 

time and does not do any operation at runtime. The static load balancing mechanisms 

don’t let the new tasks execution at runtime duration. In contrast to static load 

balancing mechanisms, dynamic load balancing mechanisms do the process while 

tasks are in execution and accept new task execution during runtime. Dynamic load 

balancing is based on the redistribution of tasks among the processors during 

runtime. Dynamic load balancing have the potential of performing better than static 

strategies, they are inevitably more complex. 

Advantages of dynamic load balancing policy include adaptiveness to changes 

in system parameters, such as delays in the communication channel, failure of nodes 

and the unknown characteristics of the incoming workloads. Dynamic load 

balancing generally reacts better to changes in the system state compared to the static 

methods and, as a result, have better performance. All load balancing policies 

discussed in this thesis are dynamic [39]. 

The policies that will be discussed in this thesis belong to the category of 

distributed load balancing, which are more robust, scalable and less susceptible to 

failure. 

 

2.3 Dynamic Load Balancing  

Dynamic load balancing techniques depend on recent system load information 

and determine the job assignments to server nodes at run time. In case of dynamic 

approach, the load balancing decisions are based on the current state of the  system 

and  hence  workloads are  allowed  to  shift dynamically from an overloaded node 

to an under-loaded node to  get  faster response  from the  server nodes.  This ability 
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to respond to variations in the system is the main advantage of the dynamic load 

balancing. But, since the load balancer has to continuously monitor the current 

system load on all the nodes, it becomes an extra overhead as monitoring consumes 

CPU cycles. Therefore, a proper decision must be taken when to invoke the 

monitoring operation by the load balancer [40, 41]. 

In this section, we discuss the various policies of dynamic load balancing and 

also discuss about different types of existing dynamic load balancing techniques 

along with their relative merits & demerits. 

 

2.3.1 The Policies of Dynamic Load Balancing Algorithms  

Different policies are used in load balancing algorithms. As mentioned in 

previous section standard load balancing manager is included five unites, Queuing, 

Scheduling, Resource Controlling, Monitoring and Accounting. Some of used 

policies in load balancing are introduces in these unites. Each of these unites should 

be designed based on the efficient policies to let us having efficient load balancing 

algorithms.  

Information Policy in monitoring unit, Information policy is mainly 

responsible for collection of system state information. This policy specifies what 

kind of workload information to be collected, when it has to be collected and from 

where. In case of local state information, the state information of neighboring nodes 

is collected where as in case of global state information; state information of all the 

nodes in the system is collected for making scheduling decisions better.  

Selection policies in scheduling/ rescheduling unite, selection policy deals 

with the selection of a task to be transferred. This policy defines the tasks that are to 

be transferred at the beginning time in scheduling unit or transferring the task from 
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overloaded nodes to most idle nodes at the rescheduling phase. While transferring a 

task a basic criterion must be satisfied. This criterion is that the overhead incurred 

in the transfer of the task should be compensated by response time reduction.  

Resource type policies in resource controlling unit, Resource policy deals 

with the specifying of a resource as a server node or receiver of workloads according 

to its availability status.  

Location policies in resource controlling unit, Location policy uses the 

results of the resource type policy to find an appropriate partner for a server node or 

a receiver node. Location policy is mainly responsible for selecting the best server 

node among all the available nodes in the system. Resource availability and service 

availability are some of the factors which need to be considered while selecting a 

server node for workload execution. 

Central Queue policies in queuing unit, in this Central Queue Algorithm, the 

new workload requests and the unfulfilled requests are stored in a cyclic FIFO queue 

on the main node. Each new work load request which arrives at the queue manager 

is inserted into the queue. Then, whenever a request for work load is received by the 

queue manager, it removes the first work load from the queue and sends it to the 

requesting node. If there are no available workloads in the queue then, the request is 

buffered, until a new work load is available. If a new work load arrives at the queue 

manager and at the same instance, there are un-serviced requests in the queue then, 

first such request is removed from the queue and the new work load is allocated to 

it. If any of the working node reaches the under loaded state then, the local load 

manager sends a request for a new work load to the central load manager. The central 

load manager responds the request immediately if a work load is available in the 

queue or queues the request until a new work load arrives.  
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Local Queue policies in queuing unit, This Local Queue policy, is featured 

with the support of dynamic process migration.  The basic functionality of this policy 

is static assignment of all new processes with process migration initiated by a host 

when its load falls under threshold limit. This is a user-defined parameter of the 

algorithm. This parameter defines the minimal number of ready processes the load 

manager tries to allocate on each processor. At the initial stage, the new processes 

which are created on the main host are assigned on all under loaded hosts. The 

number of parallel activities created by the first parallel construct on the main host 

is usually sufficient for allocation on all remote hosts. From there after all the 

processes created on the main host and all other hosts are allocated locally. When 

the host gets under loaded, the local load manager tries to get several processes from 

remote hosts. It randomly picks up the local ready processes and sends requests with 

the number of local ready processes to remote load managers. When such requests 

are received by the load manager, it compares the local number of ready processes 

with that of the received number. If the local number is greater than the received 

number then, few running processes are shifted to the requester and a confirmation 

is sent with the number of processes transferred.  

Queue Adjustment Policy (QAP) in queuing unit, in this Queue Adjustment 

Policy method, the scheduler which is the load manager is placed immediately after 

the queue.  The algorithms which are following this policy attempts to balance the 

workloads in the queues of the nodes. When a work load arrives at node i, if the 

queue is empty, then the work load will be assigned to processor directly. If queue 

is not empty then, the work load is made to wait in the queue. The scheduler of node 

i periodically checks the queue lengths of other nodes that node i is interested. When 

there is any imbalance in the queue lengths i.e. few queues may be too long and few 

may be too short, the scheduler will make a decision on how many workloads in the 
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queue should be transferred and where each of the workloads should be sent to. By 

doing the queue adjustment in this way, the load manager or the scheduler could 

balance the entire load in the system.  

Rate Adjustment Policy (RAP) in scheduling unit, in this Rate Adjustment 

Policy method, the scheduler is immediately placed before the queue. When a work 

load arrives at node i, the scheduler makes a decision on where the work load should 

be sent, whether it needs to be sent to the queue of node i or to other nodes in the 

system. Once the work load enters the queue, it will be processed by the respective 

assigned node and will not be transferred to other nodes in the system.  

Hybrid policy combination of queue and rate adjustment policy, in this 

Hybrid Policy method, the scheduler is allowed to adjust the incoming work load 

rate and also allowed to adjust the queue size of node i in some conditions. In some 

cases, when we use Rate Adjustment Policy method, the queue size may exceed a 

predefined threshold value due to which load imbalance may happen. When such 

situation happens, Queue Adjustment Policy method starts to work and guarantees 

that the workloads in the queues are balanced in the entire system. In this method, 

the rate adjustment can be considered as a coarse adjustment and the queue 

adjustment can be considered as a fine adjustment. 

Some other used policies in load balancing algorithms are related to nature of 

load balancing such as triggering policy, Triggering policy specifies the appropriate 

time period to initiate a load balancing operation.  

  

2.3.2 Centralized and Distributed Based Dynamic Load Balancing  

As mentioned previously, the structure of the system has effective influence 

on designing the load balancing algorithms, because the location of decision making 
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change by changing structure of the system. This section describes the different 

dynamic load balancing techniques based on the location of decision making, the 

information used for the decision making process, scalability factor, and the 

overhead of exchanging the profile information. 

 

2.3.2.1 Centralized Dynamic Load Balancing  

 In this load balancing technique, a master node will have the responsibility 

of making the load balancing decision and the information used for the load 

balancing is obtained from the remaining slave nodes on either on demand basis or 

after a predefined fixed time interval. The load information may also be gathered 

only when there is any change in the system's current state. The advantage of this 

load balancing technique is that, since the load information is not send on arbitrarily, 

the inter process communication is reduced thereby avoiding network overhead. But, 

on the other hand, this technique has limited scalability feature.  

 

2.3.2.2 Primary and Centralized Node Based Dynamic Load 

Balancing  

In this method, either at the initial stage, processes can be stored in queue or 

the processes can be allocated to the nodes as they arrive. If processes are placed in 

queue then, each process is allocated one by one to the primary nodes of the load 

balancing system. During the course of time, in case if load imbalance happens in 

the system then, processes are migrated from heavily loaded nodes to lightly loaded 

nodes. Process migration makes a great impact on the network bandwidth and work 

load. In order to reduce the network traffic during process migration, nodes are 

grouped into clusters. At first, a lightly loaded node is checked in the same cluster, 
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if a node is found then the process is transferred to the node which was found within 

the same cluster. If suitable node is not found within the same cluster then, it searches 

the nearby cluster and once a suitable node is found, the process transfer takes place. 

In centralized node based load balancing technique, there are some situations 

where in, a heavily loaded node will not be able to find the lightly loaded node in its 

own cluster and due to network traffic; the node fails to search a node which would 

present in a remote cluster. It would be suitable if heavily loaded node finds a 

temporary node in its own cluster to handle the over load. So, in this Centralized 

approach, for every cluster a centralized node is provided and this node is not 

assigned with any work load initially. Whenever a primary node is over loaded, it 

first searches for the other lightly loaded primary nodes in its own cluster; if such 

primary node is available, the work load is transferred to the found node and the load 

is balanced in the system. If no other lightly loaded primary node is found within the 

same cluster then, the work load is assigned to the centralized node which is present 

within the same cluster. A Centralized node will have some better configuration 

structure when compared to other nodes in the cluster. The network traffic between 

centralized node and all other primary nodes are kept minimum in order to avoid 

network delays. Due to this reason, any overloaded node can easily reach the 

centralized node in case if it is heavily loaded and transfer the load easily. 

 

2.3.2.3 Distributed Non-cooperative Dynamic Load Balancing  

In this load balancing technique, the responsibility of distributing the work 

load is shared among all the working server nodes instead of using a master node. 

The current work load information is collected based on the on demand criteria. In 

case if any of the server node  changes its current working state to overloaded state, 

then that specific node must distribute its current load information to all other nodes 
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so that the current work load can be redistributed in order to  balance the entire 

system load efficiently. This method provides moderate scalability as compare to the 

centralized method. But in case if any working node is overloaded then, since that 

overloaded node has to distribute its current load information to all other working 

nodes before rescheduling the system load, it may increase the network traffic due 

to inter process communication [44].  

 

2.3.2.4 Distributed Cooperative Dynamic Load Balancing  

In a cooperative form, nodes work together to achieve a global objective, e.g., to 

improve the system’s overall response time. In distributed cooperative optimal 

dynamic load balancing techniques, unlike distributed non-cooperative dynamic 

scheduling techniques the responsibility of load balancing decision is scattered over 

all the workstations rather than master node. Further, in this case too load balancing 

information strategy is demand driven unlike the case of non-cooperative dynamic 

scheduling techniques with the exception of having average overhead during 

exchange of profile information. This technique does provide moderate scalability 

[45]. 

 

2.4 Load Balancing in Distributed Exascale Computing Systems 

As computing nodes process tasks, some nodes may be overloaded while 

other nodes may run out of tasks, thereby becoming idle. To avoid such scenarios 

that defeat the purpose of cooperative computing, load balancing (LB) techniques 

are used so that the system resources are utilized optimally, and consequently the 

workload completion time is minimized. The most primary purpose of LB is to 

minimize the overall execution time of the initial workload. Since each node may 
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have a different processing capacity, the workload has to be evenly distributed over 

all nodes according to their processing rates [46]. 

There has been extensive research in the development of effective load 

balancing policies and Among them, distributed dynamic load balancing (DLB) is a 

more useful approach for many distributed systems in practice [26]. 

The performance of DLB relies vitally on the accurate estimation of the load 

at each node. As nodes exchange information, they form their own individual 

estimates of the loads across the DCS based upon the received information, which 

can be local or global. DCSs may have large physical and/or logical distance among 

computing nodes, which result in large time delays in practice, due to the limitations 

existing in the communication environment of a DCS. Consequently, the load 

information that a node estimates about certain nodes, at the LB instant, is dated and 

may not accurately represent their current loads. The delays, in addition, may also 

be large in transferring tasks between nodes. Above time delay factors can seriously 

alter the expected performance of load balancing policies designed without taking 

into account such delays. 

It is clear that large estimation errors of the loads (across the system) degrade 

the performance of DLB; it is less obvious that any disagreement among nodes in 

their estimates of the loads also degrades the performance. In most cases of interest, 

the inconsistency along the nodes in the network about their estimates of the loads 

can worsen the performance of the DLB compared to cases of similar average 

estimation error but with agreed upon estimates. Disagreement in the estimated loads 

results in conflict in LB decisions, which causes unnecessary task transfers among 

nodes. In summary, to improve the performance of DLB, the following inherent 

factors of the DCSs should be considered:  

(i) The estimates of dynamic (local or global) load at each node. 
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(ii) The heterogeneity in the processing rates of the nodes. 

(iii) The delays caused by the inherent constraints of the communication 

network. 

We assume that the time for any load transfer across the network is assumed 

negligible, namely the communication delays of the network is relatively much 

lower compared to the execution time of one task. Therefore, the optimal load 

balancing instant should be at the instant when all nodes in the DCS reach the 

consensus on the estimates of the dynamic global load of the system. Clearly, there 

is a tradeoff between delaying the LB instant, in order to acquire more accurate 

estimates by receiving more information, and wasting computing resources as nodes 

may be kept idle due to large delays before a LB execution in distributed Exascale 

computing [27].  

 

3 Proposed Load Balancing Model  

As mentioned in previous sections, in load balancing with centralized 

architecture, there is a central node with responsibility of distributing the received 

load among nodes based on their execution capacity and bandwidth situation and the 

status of queue of jobs in the nodes.  

In load balancing in distributed architecture, each node run load balancing 

mechanism itself and with cooperation of neighbor nodes, based on received status 

information from the neighbor nodes, distribute the extra load among the nodes. In 

fact, the local node make decision independently about balancing its load.   

The suggested load balancing mechanism in this thesis is completely 

distributed because this mechanism is design to work in distributed Exascale 

computing systems and one of the important issue in this area is scalability of system. 
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In centralized architecture, scalability of system is completely limited by capacity of 

server node. Therefore, we choose distributed architecture,  

Distributed systems based on status of nodes connections, are divided into two 

groups, named fully connected and partially connected distributed systems. In fully 

connected distributed systems, each node directly has access to all other nodes in the 

system while in partially connected distributed systems there is a concept named 

neighborhood and each node only has direct connection to its neighbors. In fact, real 

implemented distributed systems is partially connected network and the considered 

distributed system in this thesis is partially connected systems with support of 

scalability in size, geography and management.  

In distributed systems, there are two strategies for distributing the loads, 

named sender-initiated strategy and receiver initiated strategy. In sender based 

strategy, the processor that is overloaded, and looking to send work to another 

initiates the transaction.  In receiver based strategy, the under-loaded processor 

initiates the transaction by sending a message to other nodes.  In some cases, receiver 

based algorithms are better and in some cases, depending on the algorithm and 

network topology, sender based may sometimes be better.  However, the cost of task 

transfers under receiver-initiated policies is significantly greater than under sender-

initiated policies, then sender-initiated policies provide uniformly better 

performance. In this thesis we used sender initiated strategy based on distributed 

platform.  

There are also many algorithms for sender initiated load balancing.  The single 

level load balancing method works by dividing a task into a larger number of 

subtasks, so that each processor can be made responsible for multiple subtasks.  Task 

division of larger tasks into smaller tasks is handled by one processor called the 

“manager”. The manager generates the subtasks and distributes them to the 
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requesting processors one at a time on demand.  The manager must generate subtasks 

fast enough to keep all the other processors busy, otherwise a bottleneck is created 

and this scheme does not have good scalability. 

A variation of the previous method of load balancing is multilevel load 

balancing.  In this method, the processors are arranged in tress.  The root processor 

of each tree is responsible for distributing subtasks to its child processors.  If there 

is only one tree, this will act same as single level load balancing.  However, when 

there are multiple trees, this will reduce the problem of all task management having 

to go through one processor.  The processors that control each tree will also balance 

the load between them, so that load sharing is done across the entire network. 

In this thesis we use another approach to load balancing named Sender 

Initiated Diffusion (SID) [47].  This strategy diffuses work to nearby neighbors to 

balance domains, and will eventually cause each processor load to be even.  In this 

method, each processor acts independently, distributing some of its load to low-load 

neighbors.  Balancing is done by each of the processors when it receives a load 

update from a neighbor stating that its load is below a threshold.   

In the suggested load balancing mechanism, there are not any centralized 

operations, all operations such as gathering status information of nodes, distributing 

the load, gathering the results are done completely locally and distributed. It means 

all the nodes make decision about all the operations themselves and execute their 

load and balance it with cooperation of their neighbors and finally the total load of 

the system is balanced.  

As mentioned before, load balancing mechanism is designed based on 

different concerns such as response time, utilization, throughput and etc. in this 

thesis our concern is decreasing response time/ total execution time by efficient use 

of resources and decreasing influence of communication delay.  
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In load balancing model with central architecture, the number of tasks in the 

system in time period Δt are related to mentioned parameters at below: 

- The number of assigned tasks to computer i at the moment of t and we named 

it ( )  

- The number of assigned tasks to computer i at the moment of t+Δt and we 

named it ( )  

- The number of new assigned tasks to computer i in time period of Δt and we 

named it ( ) 

- The number of executed task in computer i in time period of Δt and we named 

it   ( ) 

- The number of passed tasks from computer i to computer j in  time  

( ) that it is the result of load balancing mechanism and we show it 

by ( ). 

- The number of passed task from computer j to computer i that they passed at 

the  time but because of communication delay these jobs arrived to 

computer i in time period of t+ Δt and we named it ( ) 

Finally based on the introduced parameters, the following mathematical model is 

presented:  
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In presented model in equation (3-1) the number of available tasks at the time 

period of t+Δt in node i are calculated. By calculating , each node can estimate 

its status. In this thesis, each node by estimating its status by calculating will 

be member of two following sets, I and Ic. As I is a set of nodes with positive load, 

and Ic is a set of nodes with negative load. The nodes with negative load, according 

to their computing power and volume of load that is intended to them to run, have 

more capacity to execute the tasks and it’s possible to assign more task to them. On 

the other hand, the nodes with positive load has less computing power than the 

considered load for them and a portion of their load should be transferred to other 

nodes.   

Essentially, this load balancing mechanism can be introduced for estimating 

s, amount of transferred load from node with positive load, i, to nodes with 

negative load, j.  

 

3.1 Important Issues in Load Balancing 

In the previous sections, we talk about load balancing procedure in a system 

and the distributed way of this procedure. In this section, we introduces the major 

issues affecting the load balancing procedures such as amount of transferred load 

from the nodes with positive extra load to nodes with negative extra load, the start 

time of load balancing operation execution and the delay of transferring load from 

the nodes with positive load to nodes with negative load.  Of course this is not just a 

distributed system and the central controller based systems are also effective. 

 

new
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I. Portion of Load Transferring 

One of the important challenge of load balancing operation is portion of 

transferred load from nodes with positive load to nodes with negative load. In this 

section, we will describe this issue and proposed a model to specify this amount of 

load with goal of balancing the received load among all nodes and all nodes start to 

execute own portion and finally all nodes finish their execution at the same time.  

 

II. Load Balancing Start Time 

An important question at the issue of load balancing operations is “at what 

times the load balancing operation should be started?” While continuing execution 

of load balancing operations cause the response time of the assigned program 

increases, in designing a load balancing operation should use for suitable start time 

of load balancing operation. Different policies can be considered for load balancing 

start time. [48]. 

The load balancing policies based on number of load balancing operations 

execution and the node start load balancing execution are divided into different 

groups. From perspective of number of load balancing execution, we can divide 

them into two groups named One-time and reassignment. At the policy of one-time 

when the load is assigned to the nodes, it is not possible to change by other 

computers.  But in Reassignment policy there is the possibility of revision in amount 

of assign load to each node.  

In group of one-time policy, there is a policy named one-shot policy that we 

used in this thesis.  In one-shot policy, upon entering the new load, load balancing 

operations can be performed only once. Actually this policy is based on one-time 

policy and in other hand sender initiated operation is used in one-shot policy. The 
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implementation of such a policy seems quite logical. To illustrate further, consider 

system that the load balancing operation has been done once. Before entrance of new 

load, the system work normally based on before load balancing operation result and 

everything is according to plan, but as soon as entering new load to the system, the 

situation of the system is changed. That is why, it is necessary to once again perform 

load balancing operations. Therefore in this thesis, this policy for load balancing is 

used and this time is shown by tb, that it is the moment of entering new load to the 

node.  

 

III. Load Transferring Delay 

Delay time of load transferring from the nodes with positive load to nodes 

with negative load should be acceptable and reasonable. If this amount of the 

transferring delay be more than the execution time of instructions in the node, load 

balancer should use suitable policy in balancing the load of the system while the 

total time of program execution be efficient. For example, consider a node that 

includes 200 task for execution and the average number of task execution in this 

node is 100 tasks per second. In this situation, the load balancer of the system makes 

decision to transfer 80 tasks to other node, therefore this node should execute 120 

task that due to execution time of one task in this node the total time executing 120 

task will be 1.2 task/s. Now suppose that transferring time of each task to destination 

node is 0.02 second.  

In this situation, for transferring 80 tasks, 1.6 seconds is needed. Therefore, 

based on this load balancing policy, the source node (the node that distribute its extra 

load) don’t have any task for execution at least for 0.4 second. On the other hand, 

the destination node also can finish its tasks execution long before receiving these 

new tasks (transferred load). In both cases, part of the capacity of the system that 
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could be used to execute commands will be lost. In this thesis, we introduce a 

parameter named “compensating factor” to transfer accurate portion of load by 

considering the delay time of transferring. This factor domain is 0 ( ) 1lk r  and 

we will describe its influence on our model in next section.  

The parameter of rlk causes the capacity of the system resource be never 

unusable.  Due to the increasing the speed of processors, load transition delay in the 

real systems is very important issue and in this thesis we suggest a solution to solve 

this problem. 

 

3.2 Centralized Load Balancing Mathematical Model 

According to the mentioned description in previous section, the load 

balancing issue means specifying bt  and ( )jL i in such way that minimize the 

response time of assigned tasks by efficient use of resources. As discussed, in 

relation to this issue, determining the number of assigned tasks and speed of the 

processors of nodes and taking into account the transition delay are very important.  

For more appropriate description of this issue, consider a distributed system 

includes some nodes. Suppose that the i-th node has load to size of iL and instruction 

execution in this node is i instructions per second. With these assumptions, if the 

total assigned load to the system is equal to k

k

L , the power of instruction executing 

in i-th computer  than the power of entire system can be calculated by i k

k

  . 

According to the mentioned assumptions and also the main objective of load 

balancing mechanism to efficient use of the resources in executing total assigned 

task to the system, it can be concluded that based on the relative power of the i-th 
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node in entire system, this node should execute a portion of assigned load to the 

system. Therefore, we expect the amount of following portion of total load of the 

system be executed by i-th node: 

i
k

kk

k

L
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With this introduction, the extra load parameter in each node is equal to 

difference between the number of assigned tasks to l-th node and our expectation of 

amount of tasks that be executed by l-th node and we named this difference by 
ex

lL

and based on the mentioned definition we have: 
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In the other word, 
ex

lL based on the computing power of i-th node than other 

nodes in the system gives an estimation of number of tasks (load) that should be 

transferred to other nodes in load balancing operation. The definition of 
ex

lL in this 

thesis in addition to point numbers of tasks in each node, consider the speed of task 

execution in each node. It’s clear that the total amount of 
ex

lL s in the system is equal 

to zero, because: 
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According to the mentioned definition about extra load, we can conclude that 

the nodes with negative load, relative to their computing power and volume of load 

that is intended to them to run, have more capacity to execute the tasks and it is 

possible to assign more task to them. On the other hand, the nodes with positive load 

has less computing power than the considered load for them and a portion of their 

load should be transferred to other nodes.   

Based on 
ex

lL parameter the mentioned two sets named I and Ic , as the sets 

with member of nodes with positive load, I, and the nodes with negative load, Ic are 

defined: 

 j | 0  ex

jL   (3-5) 

 | 0c ex

ii L     (3-6) 

Based on this definition, the load balancing problem can be defined as the 

transferring the extra load from the nodes with positive load to nodes with negative 

load. With this description, the amount of transferred load from the nodes such as r 

in Ic set ( cr  ) to the node such as l in I set ( l  ), we named it Ll (r) , are calculate 

based on following equation:  

( ) ( ) ex

l l rL r p r L      (3-7) 

In equation (3-7), .    is floor and ceiling operator and ( )lp r  factor is calculated 

based on the following equation: 
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According the equation (3-8), we can conclude that ( ) 1l

l I

p r


 . According 

the result of the paper [49], by choosing this equation for ( )lL r , all nodes finish 

their load execution almost  at the same time and the stand by time is at the minimum 

state. We use ‘almost’, because the amount of transferred load is calculated by floor 

and ceiling function and also load execution in each node is a based on a stochastic 

process and we can only have an average time for the execution time.  

 

3.3 Distributed Load Balancing Mathematical Model 

In this section, we introduce the suggested load balancing model with 

distributed approach. In this model, we define a factor named “Compensating factor” 

for calculating more accurate portion of load to transfer and also suggest some 

methods to calculate it. 

One of the challenges in comparing different load balancing mechanism in the 

systems is long time of testing load execution. Therefore, we should find a solution 

to test different load balancing mechanisms and compare them with each other with 

minimum cost.  According to stochastic nature of task execution in the computer, it 

seems that finding a statistical distribution to model the process of commands 

execution is essential. The behavior of a node to execute commands on average 

sequential execution of commands and performing an averaged action is available 

to model. But transient behavior of moment behavior of the node in executing the 

instructions should be modeled appropriately. 

In telecommunication Engineering and especially on issues related to cellular 

communications, it’s usual to model the number of conversations conducted in a cell 

at a period of time, according to a population of cells, with Poisson distribution. 
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Poisson distribution is a discrete probability distribution that expresses the 

probability of a given number of events occurring in a fixed interval of time and/or 

space if these events occur with a known average rate and independently of the time 

since the last event. The Poisson distribution can also be used for the number of 

events in other specified intervals such as distance, area or volume. 

For instance, an individual keeping track of the amount of mail they receive 

each day may notice that they receive an average number of 4 letters per day. If 

receiving any particular piece of mail doesn't affect the arrival times of future pieces 

of mail, i.e., if pieces of mail from a wide range of sources arrive independently of 

one another, then a reasonable assumption is that the number of pieces of mail 

received per day obeys a Poisson distribution. Other examples that may follow a 

Poisson: the number of phone calls received by a call center per hour, the number of 

decay events per second from a radioactive source, or the number of pedicabs in 

queue in a particular street in a given hour of a day. A discrete random variable X  is 

said to have a Poisson distribution with parameter λ > 0, if, for k = 0, 1, 2, ..., the 

probability mass function of X  is given by: 

( )
!

k e
P X k

k

 

    (3-9)
 

Where: 

e is Euler's number (e = 2.71828….) 

k! is the factorial of k. 

Poisson distribution probability function diagram shown in figure 3.1 to 

compare and showing the effectiveness of the use of Poisson distribution, a simple 

program for adding 1 + 1 is written and it is executed by a PC with a processor with 

core2dou 2.4GHz and 2 GB RAM. According to the results, the computer run x 
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commands per second. This number is obtained by calculating he average speed of 

execution (  ) in 15 minutes time period.  

 

Figure 3.1: the Poisson distribution probability function 

 

After estimating this number, based on some tests, number of executed 

commands in the same computer at intervals of 1 microsecond are measured and by 

repeating the tests in time period of 2 seconds, some charts are obtained from the 

moment behavior of executing the commands in that computer. Also by using 

Poisson function, some sample from Poisson distribution is produced. Figure 3.2 

shows these two diagrams, as it can be seen, diagrams related to behavior of 

commands execution in the computer have a good agreement with the produced 

diagrams of Poisson distribution. 
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Figure 3.2: Comparison of numbers of executed commands in some real test (the red 

diagram) and numbers of executed commands in the same period of time by Poisson distribution 

 

But to provide a suitable model for mathematical expression of load balancing 

issue, another parameter is needed to describe. As we know, the issue of load 

balancing is transferring additional loads from one node to another low load node to 

fast execution of total commands. It’s clear that transferring the additional load from 

one node to another nodes imposes delay to the system. The communication delay 

according to high speed of commands execution in today’s computers is a substantial 

amount that should not be neglected. For modeling the delay of sending commands 

from one node to another’s, using an exponential distribution is accepted in 

engineering science. The exponential distribution (a.k.a. negative exponential 
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distribution) is the probability distribution that describes the time between events in 

a Poisson process, i.e. a process in which events occur continuously and 

independently at a constant average rate. It is a particular case of the gamma 

distribution. It is the continuous analogue of the geometric distribution, and it has 

the key property of being memoryless. The probability density function of an 

exponential distribution is: 

( ) xP x t e            (3-10) 

It should be noted that in the transition delay also transition line behavior can 

be modeled simply. But to model the behavior of these transitions, it’s possible to 

run some example of exponential distribution by “exprnd” command in MATLAB 

and model this delay.  

 

3.4 Distributed Load Balancing 

Since the subject of this thesis is modeling a distributed load balancer, we 

should consider the limitations of such system in the model accurately. Therefore, it 

is appropriate to model computer communication system with a graph. In this graph, 

each nodes of graph show a computing node and the edges show the connection of 

these computing nodes. For example in figure 3.3, the node number five is connected 

directly to node 4, node 1 and node 2.  
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Figure 3.3: the graph of the distributed system model 

For considering a distributed system the equation (3-1) should be amended. 

This relationship will be modified as follows: 

( ) ( )
i i

new old

i i i i j i

j N j N

L L C J L i L j
 

        (3-11) 

In addition, the load balancing equations are mentioned in section 3.2 should 

be modified. Because the all mentioned equations in that section are obtained based 

on this assumption that there is a central node in the system and all information about 

the nodes situation in the network; status of load in these nodes, are gathered by it. 

Therefore, this node can calculate ( )jL i and send the result to other nodes.  

For applying distributed feature and using one-shot mechanism, in the 

proposed load balancing mechanism in this thesis, each overloaded node act as a 

central node and start load balancing mechanism by using gathered information 

about status of neighbor nodes to manage this extra load. Status information of 

neighbor nodes means their current load status and also their speed up in executing 

commands. After passing time, the gathered information about the nodes status is 

not updated, in this situation, it’s possible to estimate this information according to 

their average speed up in executing the commands and it’s possible to estimate the 

status of them and use the result of this estimation in calculating extra load in the 

system. For example, if Δt seconds pass from receiving time of information of node 
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i and the speed up of node i is i , therefore, it’s possible to estimate the load of 

node i by i iL t   equation.               

In this situation, for converting the central load balancer to distributed load 

balancer, first of all, we should add the index of the node with extra load in the 

equation to show that the calculated result are based on the view of this node.  

For this reason, if assume that the extra load is entered in node i-th and this 

node should act as a central node and balance the load, the ( )lL r  in the equation (3-

1) should change to ( )ilL r and 
ex

rL should change to 
ex

irL . 

For example, consider the figure 3.3 as the connection of distributed nodes. 

In this graph, assume that the extra load is entered to node 5 and the nodes of 1, 2 

and 4 are their neighbor that nodes 1 and 2 have negative load and nodes 4, 5 have 

positive load. In this situation, our graph will be the figure 3.4 and the equation (3-

7) and equation (3-8) will change. 

 

Figure 3.4: Equivalent graph for the case where the extra load is entering the fifth node. 

If the nodes 1 and 2 have negative load and nodes 4 and 5 have positive load, 

our equation will be: 

51 51 54(4) (4) exL p L     

51 51 55(5) (5) exL p L     
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52 52 54(4) (4) exL p L     

52 52 55(5) (5) exL p L     

In which: 

51
51 51

51 52

(5) (4)
ex

ex ex

L
p p

L L
 

  

52
52 52

51 52

(5) (4)
ex

ex ex

L
p p

L L
 

  

It should be noted that the first index in ( )ilL r  and 
ex

ilL  means the value of 

( )lL r  and 
ex

lL are from perspective of node i-th. This means that from perspective of 

node fifth, the system has a model in the form of figure 3.4 and not in the form of 

figure 3.3. Therefore, the equation (3-3) can be revised based on following equation: 

 

i

i

ex l
il l k

k Nk

k N

L L L


 



  
   (3-12)

 

And also the equation (3-8) can be revised as shown in following: 

( )

i

ex

il
il ex

ik

k I

L
p r

L



   (3-13) 

In which  l | l , 0   ex

i i ilN L . 
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3.5  Compensating Factor 

As mentioned before, Due to the increased computational speed of modern 

computers, the delay caused by communication between computers becomes very 

important issue and should be taken into account in the calculations. 

Before presentation of the proposed solution to the problem of delay between 

nodes, first of all we define the parameters used in continuing. Moreover, it is 

necessary to note that, since the topic of the thesis presents a solution for distributed 

load balancing operations, the defined parameters in the following have i index that 

show the value of the parameter from the perspective of i-th node.  

 

  | 0ex

ii L   : set of nodes with negative load. 

  | 0c ex

jj L   : set of nodes with positive load.  

  l | l , 0   ex

i i ilN L  : set of nodes with negative load from perspective 

of i-th node 

  r | r , 0   c ex

i i irN L : set of nodes with positive load from perspective 

of i-th node. 

 ,ex ex

ir ilL L : the calculated extra load in r-th node and l-th node from 

perspective of i-th node 

 iR   : number of neighbor nodes to i-th node that have negative load.  

 c

iL   : number of neighbor nodes to i-th node that have positive load 

 rl : load transferring speed up from r-th node to l-th node. 

 ,r l  : command execution speed up in r-th node and l-th node.  
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 ,ir ilT T : Command execution time in r-th node and l-th node from 

perspective of i-th node.  

 ,r lT T : command execution time in r-th node and l-th node 

 ( )ilL r : The amount of transferred load from i-th node to r-th node from 

perspective of i-th node.  

 ( )lL r :the transferred load from r-th node to l-th node 

 ( )ilP r : Extra load transformation coefficient from r-th node to l-th node 

from perspective of i-th node.  

 ( )lP r : Extra load transformation coefficient from r-th node to l-th node 

 ( )ilK r : Compensating Factor for transferring the load from r-th node 

ton l-th node from perspective of i-th node.  

 ( )lK r : Compensating Factor for transferring the load from r-th node to 

l-th node. 

 ( )ilt r : The receiving time of the load transferred from r-th node to l-th 

node ( ( )ilL r ) that it is calculated by i-th node.  

 ( )lt r : The receiving time of the load transferred from r-th node to l-th 

node ( ( )lL r ) 

  ( ') ( ) | ' , ( ' 1) ( ')il il i il ilt r t r r t r t r    : is set of ( )ilt r  that it is just 

ascending.  

  ( ') ( ) | ' , ( ' 1) ( ')il il i il ilL r L r r t r t r    : set of  
( )ilL r

s that they are 

arranged according to  
( ')ilt r

s.  

  ( ') ( ) | ' , ( ' 1) ( ')l l l lt r t r r t r t r    : set of  ( )lt r s that it is just ascending. 
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  ( ') ( ) | ' , ( ' 1) ( ')l l l lL r L r r t r t r    : set of 
( )lL r

s that they are arranged 

according to 
( ')lt r

s.  

To demonstrate the effect of transmission delay time in the load balancing 

process and describing the model and logic of proposed approach for solving this 

problem, a factor named Compensating Factor is defined in this thesis. The factor is 

defined with approach of distributed system and from perspective of one of the nodes 

like i in the system that the node can be any nodes of the system.  

Assume that the some external load entering to i-th node and this node wants 

to execute load balancing operation to compensate the effect of external load by 

using information of neighbor nodes status.  It is obvious that all the nodes connected 

to the node i, can be divided into two groups i  and 
c

i  that they are defined: 

 l | l , 0   ex

i i ilN L  (3-14)
 

 r | r , 0   c ex

i i irN L  (3-15)
 

ex

irL  and 
ex

ilL  are the extra load of r-th and l-th nodes from perspective of i-th 

node. i-th node calculate the transferred load from r-th node to l-th node after 

calculating extra load by following equation:   

( ) ( ) ex

il il irL r p r L  (3-16) 

( )






i

ex

il
il ex

im

m

L
p r

L  (3-17)
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This amount of transferred load ( )ilL r , with this assumption that the load 

transferred speed up from r-th node to l-th node is rl , takes ( )ilt r  second to reach 

to destination that in this equation:  

( )
( )


 il

il

rl

L r
t r  (3-18) 

For better description of the system, we sort the entered loads to i-th node (

( )ilL r ) based on the time of they get to the node ( ( )lt r ) and two following sets are 

defined:  

 ( ') ( ) | ' , ( ' 1) ( ')il il i il ilL r L r r t r t r     (3-19)
 

 ( ') ( ) | ' , ( ' 1) ( ')   il il il ilt r t r r t r t r  (3-20) 

 

 

Figure 3.5: time model of load balancing in node i 

The figure 3.5 shows the time model of events that happened in load balancing 

operation in i-th node from perspective of i-th node. The made time of the diagram 
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is start time of load balancing operation and ( )ilL r show the amount of load of i-th 

node before reaching new load and we have: 

( ') ( ' 1) ( ' 1) ( ')il il il l ilL r L r L r t r


         (3-21)
 

In which:  

(1) (1)il ilt t   (3-22) 

( ') ( ') ( ' 1)il il ilt r t r t r     (3-23) 

Because of load transition delay, two events can be happened. First, the source 

node or the load transfer node finish its load before the load is transferred to the 

destination node. Happening of this event is not impossible, because, as mentioned 

in previous section, all the presented equations here are according to this condition 

that load of all nodes should be finished at the same time. Now, consider a situation 

that the source node send all the loads that should transfer based on load balancing 

operation. 

Therefore, the time of complete execution of mentioned load is the end time 

of system operation. Now, if part of the load is on transition line, it means that at 

least one of the nodes didn’t receive its portion of total load. Therefore, although 

finishing load of the source node means all load of the system is finished, so this 

scenario is impossible.    

The second event can be happened, assume that the l-th node finish its load 

execution before receiving ( ')ilL r load from r'-th node. We show this finishing time 

by ilT and it is equal to:  
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( ' 1) ( ' 1)
( ' 1) il il

il il

l

L r L r
T t r



  
  

 (3-24) 

Actually, if the load of i-th node finish before receiving new load from r’-th 

node, part of the system resource capacity is lost. In other word, i-th node remain 

idle in time period of ilT  to ( ')ilt r while in this time period this node able to run 

 ( ') il il lt r T commands. For better consideration of issue, the time period of ( ' 1)ilt r  

to ( ')ilt r  is shown separately in figure 3.6.  

 

Figure 3.6: the time period between ( ' 1)ilt r  and ( ')ilt r  

The important thing about the Compensating Factor is that this factor let us to 

minimize the idle time of the nodes in the system. As mentioned before, 

Compensating Factor is named by 
( )ilk r

 a ( ) 1 ilk r and we change ( ')ilL r  to 

( ) ( ')
il ilk r L r and it causes the transfer time of load to l-th node decrease and arrive 

at the moment of  ( ')ilt r . Therefore, ( ')ilk r factor is equal to: 

 

' '

( ' 1)( ')
( ')

( ') ( ')

r l ilr l il
il ex ex

il ir il ir

t r Tt r
k r

p r L p r L

 
 

   (3-25)
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Pay attention that the ( )ilk r parameter as mentioned above is a general 

form for choosing Compensating Factor. This is the way of choosing ( ')
ilt r that 

specify the value of ( )ilk r . In the other word, it’s possible to gain new value for 

 by considering influence of different parameter in choosing
( ')

ilt r
. In 

this thesis, three methods are proposed to choose and present the analysis 

of the selected method. But because '( ') ex

il irp r L  is happened at 

( ') ( ' 1) ( ')il il ilt r t r t r    time, we can write: 

 
 

( ' 1) ( ' 1)
( ')

( ' 1) ( ') ( ' 1) ( ')

r l il il
il

r l il il il il

t r T t r T
k r

t r t r t r t r









   
 

   
 (3-26) 

 

3.6 Value of 
( )ilk r   

It’s clear that, the maximum value of ( )ilk r   is one, in this situation, ( ')ilL r  

will transfer that it is equal to the portion that was specified in last load balancing 

operation. Choosing larger than one value for ( )ilk r  , the node will be idle more, that 

in terms of load balancing operations are not justified. Because, as mentioned before, 

the load balancing operation should act in such a way that all nodes should finish 

their load at the same time.  

According to equation (3-26), for ( ') 1ilk r   we will have ( ')ilT t r   . But the 

lower limit of ( )ilk r   is the value that ( )il ilt r T   . Choose a smaller amount of this 

limit has not justified. It should be noticed that the goal of choosing a value smaller 

than one for ( ')ilk r is minimizing the idle time of l-th node and by choosing 

( )ilk r
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( )il ilt r T   its not necessary to minimize ( ')ilk r . In this situation, according to the 

equation (3-26), we have ( ')ilT t r   . Therefore, approximate value of ( ')ilk r , T    

and ( )ilt r   are calculated based on the following equations:  

( ' 1)
( ') 1

( ' 1) ( ')

il
il

il il

t r T
k r

t r t r

 
 

   (3-27) 

( ')ilT T t r    (3-28) 

( ) ( )   il il ilT t r t r  (3-29) 

Because of dependency of ( ')ilk r  ،T    and ( )ilt r  , all are equivalent to each 

other. In continue, we will consider how to determine these values.  

Choosing value for 
( ')ilk r

, For choosing a suitable value for ( ')ilk r , we should 

consider the impact of this selection and do reasonable selection. In continue, three 

methods should be proposed for choosing ( ')ilk r .  

 

3.6.1 First Selection for K 

As mentioned before, r’-th node transfer portion of its load to l-th node to 

solve problem of extra load and this amount of load is equal to '( ') ex

il irp r L . 

By choosing this amount of load to transfer from r’-th node to l-th node and 

remain extra load of r’-th node will transfer to other nodes in set of i , the finish 

time of load execution in all nodes will be same. By selecting a value other than 

“one” for ( ')ilk r , amount of '( ') ( ') ex

il il irk r p r L  load from '( ') ex

il irp r L  load transfer to l-th 
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node and amount of   '1 ( ') ( ') ex

il il irk r p r L  load remain in r’-th node that it causes r’-th 

node execute its load later that other nodes. This delay is equal to execution time of 

the mentioned amount of load remain in r’-th node and this time is depended to load 

execution speed up in r’-th node that we show it by r  and this time is equal to: 

 

 

 

 

' ' '
1 ( ') ( ') ( ') ( ') ( ')

( ') ( ') ( ') ( ')

( ' 1) ( ') ( ' 1)

( ')

ex ex ex
il il ir il ir il il ir

r r r

r l r l r l
il il il il

r r r

r l
il il il

r

r l
il

r

k r p r L p r L k r p r L

t r t r t r t r

t r t r t r T

t r T

  

  

  









  

  

  










 

    

      

  

 (3-30) 

For first selection in determining ( ')ilk r , we suggest to put equal the idle time 

of l-th node with idle time of r’-th node. Since the idle time of l-th node is equal to

T T  , based on the figure 3.4, and idle time of r’-th node based on the equation (3-

30) is written in the following:  

 ( ')r l
il

r

t r T T T







    
 (3-31) 

By simplifying the equation (3-31), we have: 
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( ') 1

( ')

r l r l
il

r r

r l r r l
il

r r

t r T T

t r T T

 

 

  

 

 

 

  

 

 
    
 

 
    
 

 

That in this situation we will have: 

( ')r l r
il

r r l r r l

T t r T
 

   
 

   

   
   (3-32) 

Value of ( ')ilk r  based on both T and equation (3-26) will be: 

 

 

( ' 1) ( ')

( ')
( ' 1) ( ')

( ' 1)
( ')

( ' 1) ( ')

( ' 1) ( ') ( ' 1)

r l r
il il

r r l r r l
il

il il

r r l il r l r
il

r r l r r l r r l

il il

r l r
il il il

r r l r r l

t r t r T

k r
t r t r

t r
t r T

t r t r

t r t r t r

 

   

   

     

 

   

 

   

   

     

 

   

   
 


  

 
  

  


  

     
 



 

( ' 1) ( ')il il

T

t r t r  

 

Finally we will have: 

( ' 1)
( ')

( ' 1) ( ')

r l r il
il

r r l r r l il il

t r T
k r

t r t r

 

   
 

   

  
   

    
 (3-33)
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In equation (3-32), if the speed up of load transition from r’-th node to l-th 

node goes to infinity, it means r l   , then we will have ( ) 1ilk r   and 

when 0r l   then we will have 
( ' 1)

( ')
( ' 1) ( ')

il
il

il il

t r T
k r

t r t r

 


 
 that it is equal to the 

same period intended for ( ) 1ilk r   in equation (3-27).  

 

3.6.2 Second Selection for K 

The important point is not intended at above equations and that is related to 

determination of T  . For determining T  , idle time of l-th node and additional work 

of r’-th node have same priority.  

By selecting T   in such a way we select in first suggestion, the following 

events should be happened: 

 In l-th node in time period of T   to T for T T  second the l-th node is 

remain idle.  

 l-th node finish its load execution with T T  second delay because it 

has been idle forT T  . On the other hand, this node receive '( ') ( ') ex

il il irk r p r L  load 

instead of '( ') ex

il irp r L , so it will finish its load for   '1 ( ') ( ') ex

il il ir lk r p r L  seconds 

sooner. As a result, l-th node will finish its load based on the following equation: 

 
'

1 ( ')
( ')

il ex

il ir

l

k r
T T p r L




 

 (3-34)
 

By using equation (3-30), we can write: 

 
 '

1 ( ')
( ') ( ')

il ex r l
il ir il

l l

k r
T T p r L T T t r T



 



          (3-35)
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 r’-th node will finish its load 
 

'

1 ( ')
( ')

il ex

il ir

r

k r
p r L

 


 seconds later, because 

instead of '( ') ex

il irp r L  load, it transfers '( ') ( ') ex

il il irk r p r L  load and based on the equation 

(3-30) we can write: 

 (3-36) 

The second solution for selecting k is based on minimizing all these idle time. 

For this purpose, a positive cost function of all idle times is defined and by derivative 

of this function with respect to T', we will calculate a value for T' that minimize this 

function. Based on this solution, we can define A as follows: 

     
2 2

2
( ') ( ')r l r l

il il

l r

A T T T T t r T t r T
 

 
 



   
               

    (3-37) 

By calculating the deviation of A with respect to T  , we will have: 

     2 2 1 ( ') 2 ( ')r l r l r l r l
il il

l l r r

dA
T T T T t r T t r T

dT

   

   
   

 

     
                  

      
 

By putting the above equation equal to zero, we will have: 

2 2 2

2 2 2

1 1 1 ( ') ( ')

2 2 2

r l r l r l r l r l r l
il il

l r l l l r

r l r l r l r l r l r l

l l r l l l

T T T T T t r t r

T T

     

     

      

     

     

 

     



         
                     
         

          
                 

           

2

( ')r l
il

r

t r






  
   
   

 

That T   will be equal to: 

 
 '1 ( ') ( ')

( ')

ex

il il ir r l
il

r r

k r p r L
t r T
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2 2

2 2

2 ( ')

2 2

r l r l r l r l
il

l l l r

r l r l r l

l l r

T t r

T

   

   

  

  

   



  



      
          
        

     
       
     

 (3-38) 

( ')ilk r value based on this value for T and by using equation (3-26) will be: 

2 2

2 2

2 ( ')

( ' 1)

2 2

( ')
( ' 1) ( ')

r l r l r l r l
il

l l l r

il

r l r l r l

l l r

il

il il

T t r

t r

k r
t r t r

   

   

  

  

   



  



      
          
        

     
       
     
  

 

   
2 2

2 2

2 ( ' 1) ( ' 1) ( ')

2 2

( ')
( ' 1) ( ')

r l r l r l r l
il il il

l l l r

r l r l r l

l l r

il

il il

t r T t r t r

k r
t r t r

   

   

  

  

   



  



      
              
       

     
       
     

  

 

2 2

2 2

2 2

( ')

2 2

2
( ' 1)

( ' 1) ( ')
2 2

r l r l r l

l l r

il

r l r l r l

l l r

r l

l il

il il
r l r l r l

l l r

k r

t r T

t r t r

  

  

  

  





  

  

  



  





  



   
    
   

     
       
     


  

  
         

       
     

 (3-39)
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In equation (3-38), if the load transition speed up from r’-th node to l-th node 

go to infinity, it means r l   , then we will have ( ')ilT t r and 

whenever 0r l   then we will have T T . Actually, T  is in this interval

( ')ilT T t r   , that it’s the considered interval for ( ')ilT t r in equation (3-28). 

In addition, according to equation (3-39), if the load transition speed up from r’-th 

node to l-th node go to infinity, it means 
r l   , then ( ) 1ilk r   and if 

0r l   then we will have
( ' 1)

( ')
( ' 1) ( ')

il
il

il il

t r T
k r

t r t r

 


 
 that its equal to the considered 

interval for ( ) 1ilk r   in equation (3-27).  

 

3.6.3 Third Selection for K 
In previous selection for T  , it was intended to minimize total idle time of 

nodes. But the important point that should be considered is that the idle time is not 

only important parameter. Actually, the most important point is number of 

commands that the nodes can execute in this idle time. Therefore: 

 In l-th node in time period of T and T’,   lT T   commands can be 

executed 

 l-th node will finish its work for T T  second later because as much as 

this time period, the l-th node was idle. On the other hand, l-th node receive 

'( ') ( ') ex

il il irk r p r L  load instead of '( ') ex

il irp r L  load, for   '1 ( ') ( ') ex

il il ir lk r p r L  seconds finish 

its work sooner. Therefore, totally l-th node can execute as much the following load: 

    '1 ( ') ( ') ex

l il il irT T k r p r L    (3-40)
 

By using the equation (3.29), we will have: 
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       '1 ( ') ( ') ( ')ex

l il il ir l il r lT T k r p r L T T t r T   
           (3-41)

  r’-th node transfer '( ') ( ') ex

il il irk r p r L  load instead of  '( ') ex

il irp r L  load, so 

  '1 ( ') ( ') ex

il il irk r p r L  load can be executed by r’-th node and we will have the following 

equation: 

 (3-42) 

By defining B as following:  

        
2 22 2 ( ') ( ')l l il r l il r lB T T T T t r T t r T    

                 (3-43) 

By calculating the deviation of B with respect to T  , we will have: 

          2 22 2 ( ') 2 ( ')l l r l l il r l r l il

dB
T T T T t r T t r T

dT
       

             


 

With equating the above equation to zero, we will have: 

     2 2 2 22 2 2 2 2 ( ')l r l l r l l r l l r l r l l ilT T t r             
        

In this situation T   will be: 

   2 2

2 2

2 2 ( ')

2 2 2

l r l l r l r l l il

l r l l r l

T t r
T

     

   

  

 

   
 

   (3-44) 

Value of ( ')ilk r commensurate with this amount of T   and by using equation (3-26), 

will be: 

   2 2

2 2

2 2 ( ')
( ' 1)

2 2 2
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As you can see in equation (3-44), if the load transfer speed up from  r’-th 

node to l-th node go to infinity, it means r l   , then we will have ( ')ilT t r

, and if the mentioned speed up go to zero, it means, 0r l   , then we will have 

T T . Actually, T  is in this time period: 
( ')ilT T t r  

, that this period 

of time specify the same considered period of time for   ( ')ilT t r in equation 

(3-28). In addition, according to equation (3-45), if the load transferring speed up go 

to infinity, it means r l   , then ( ) 1ilk r   and if 0r l   then 

( ' 1)
( ')

( ' 1) ( ')

il
il

il il

t r T
k r

t r t r

 


   that it’s same as the considered time period for 

( ) 1ilk r  
in equation (3-27).  

 

3.6.4 Comparing Second and Third Selection Methods 

As described before, the second and third methods have the same 

fundamental. One of the similarity of second and third methods is if the speed up of 

source and destination nodes are equal (r’ , l) and r l   then we will have in equation 

(3-39): 
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 (3-46) 

By multiplying the numerator and denominator of above equation to l , the 

mentioned equation will be same as equation (3-45).  

One of the more important advantage of the three proposed methods for 

calculating , in addition, improvement of the efficiency of the system that we 

will describe in next section, is related to accurate selected value of . All 

selected value for  in three methods are based on a close and specified 

formula and it causes the computing complexity of it be low.   

 

4 Evaluation of the Proposed Model 

We evaluate the performance of our proposed algorithms using computer 

simulations which is coded as a toolbox for MATLAB software. We consider a 

computer network composed of multi system as a connected graph. As mentioned 

earlier we assume that the distributions of task process speed in each node and the 

communication delay between nodes are Poisson and exponential respectively.  

Load balancing with one-shot policy in a multi computer network depends on 

different parameters including task process speed in each node, delay of load 

( )ilk r

( )ilk r

( )ilk r
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transferring between two nodes, the initial load of each node, network graph model 

that defines the connection between nodes, external load insertion time instant and 

the node facing the external node. 

In this chapter, we define a simulation scenario with controlled variation of 

mentioned parameters to evaluate the effect of load-transfer delay and to evaluate 

the performance of proposed algorithms. 

We consider a network with 6 nodes, each having 300 initial tasks and all with 

the same processor speed. Considering one-shot policy, we assume external load as 

1000 task implied to node 1. The network topology is assumed to be as follows: 

 

Figure 5.1: the network topology of nodes 

First of all, we assume that all nodes are capable to perform 500 tasks per 

second and transfer 100 tasks from one to another per second. We assume that the 

insertion time of external load to system is at t=0.1. If we do not use the load 

balancing, the execution process of tasks in the network is as follows: 
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Figure 5.2: the task execution process versus time in network when load balancing is not 

performed 
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It should be noted that the instantaneous load in each node is depicted so a 

linear decay instead of random or Poisson distribution is observed. As seen in figure 

5.2, the external load is inserted to node 1 at time t=0.1. Although due to lack of load 

balancing, this node does not transfer its external load to the neighbor nodes (node 

2 and 5 according to considered topology). 

In second methodology, we perform load balancing but we do not consider 

the load-transfer delay according to what is presented in [47]. The execution process 

of tasks in the network is as follows: 
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Figure 5.3: the task execution process versus time in the network when load balancing is 

performed without load transfer delay considerations 

 

 In this simulation each node performs the load balancing without 

considerations of load transfer delay. According to simulated network topology, 

node 2 and 5 are the neighbors of node 1. Therefore, the external load is transferred 

to node 2 and 5. Due to load balancing the execution time of node 1, 2 and 5 is almost 

the same. If our network was fully connected (all nodes where directly connected to 

each other), the execution time of all nodes after load balancing were the same. As 

depicted in figure 5.3, it is obvious that the total execution time is reduced after load 

balancing.  

As mentioned, in performed simulation above, we did not consider the load-

transfer delay from node 1 to node 2 and node 5 that is 0.033 in load balancing. Even 

considering this delay in load balancing, the results would be the same. Because the 

neighbor nodes (node 2 and 5) had initial load and these recourses were fully used 

till the arrival of external load. 
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To illustrate the effect of load transfer delay, we consider another scenario 

where all nodes have 300 initial tasks. The load execution speed is considered to be 

200 tasks per second for each node and 100 tasks per second are transferred from 

one node to another. In this scenario, we assume that the external load is inserted to 

node 6 having node 5 as its sole neighbor. The results are depicted in figure 5.4. 

 

 

Figure 5.4: the effect of load transfer delay on idle time of systems. 
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As depicted in figure 5.4, the node 4 performs all assigned tasks at t=0.17 and 

is in standby state till t=5.05 when the load from load balancing is reached to node 

4. The load balancing is performed in a way that all nodes finish their tasks together. 

The standby time of node 4 causes extra delay in the system and node 4 finish its 

assigned tasks at t=7.13 while node 6 ends the tasks at t=2.24. According to the 

definition of total exertion time, the network execution time for assigned tasks is 

equal to t=7.13. So, it is obvious to compensate for this load transfer delay and to 

prevent the standby time in the system.  

Now, we evaluate the performance of this network with our proposed 

methods. Here, we evaluate the performance of our first proposed algorithm in 

reducing the total execution time. The simulation results are as follows in figure 5.5. 
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Figure 5.5: The performance evaluation of our first proposed method on total task 

execution time 

As depicted in Figure 5.6, considering the load transfer delay and applying 

our first proposed algorithm, node 6 transfers 311 tasks to node 4 instead of previous 

495 tasks. This causes a significant reduction of standby time for node 4 (3 second 

instead of previous 5 second). So the total task execution time of system reduces to 

5 seconds. 

Because of same task execution speed in source and destination nodes, 

applying the second and third proposed algorithms, results the almost same time.  

When the source and destination nodes have different task execution speed, 

our first proposed algorithm is not the optimum solution. For instance, considering 

the same network topology with a slight change in improving the source node 
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execution speed from 200 to 280 tasks per second, using the compensator is 

evaluated and illustrated as following: 

 

 

Figure 5.6: the illustration of load execution time where source and destination nodes 

have different processing speed and no compensation is used. 
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Figure 5.7: performance evaluation of first proposed method on total load execution time 

where source and destination nodes have different processing speed and no compensation is used 
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Figure 5.8: performance evaluation of second proposed method on total load execution 

time where source and destination nodes have different processing speed and no compensation is 

used 
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Figure 5.9: performance evaluation of third proposed method on total load execution time 

where source and destination nodes have different processing speed and no compensation is 

used. 
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Considering the above figures, it is obvious that when source and destination 

nodes have different processing speeds for task execution, our proposed second and 

third algorithm perform better compared to our proposed first algorithm and all 

previous works. 

To more illustration of compensation effect and our proposed algorithm, we 

perform the Monte Carlo simulation for late considered network topology. We 

choose the compensator value k between 0 and 1 and repeat each simulation for 10 

times. The total execution time for tasks using this Monte Carlo simulation is 

depicted as the following: 

 

Figure 5.10: effect of compensator value in the total execution time 

 

As depicted in figure 5.10 our proposed third algorithm performs best among 

our proposed algorithms due to the consideration of number of unexecuted tasks. 
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To illustrate the effect load execution speed and load transfer speed between 

nodes, we use the same topology as our previous evaluation in the load execution 

time. In this part only load execution time is considered and the standby time is 

neglected. 

 

Figure 5.11: effect of different load transfer speed on the load execution time. 
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Figure 5.12: effect of different load execution speed on the load execution time 

 

As depicted in figure 5.11 and figure 5.12, increasing the load execution speed 

in nodes, the load execution time decreases. Although in all cases our proposed 

methods performs better in compared to the case where load transfer delay is not 

considered in load balancing. 

We now investigate the performance of our proposed method by considering 

the more complex scenario while our underlying platform be heterogeneous and the 

execution speed up and also transformation delay and numerous number of load 

entrances. For this reason, first of all we consider a network with 10 nodes that its 

topology is changed randomly and also we simulated a random mechanism for 

entering 1000 external load to the system in different unpredictable time. Command 

execution speed up is modeled by exponential distribution with average of  and 

0.1 variance. The transfer of load speed up between nodes is modeled by 

exponential distribution with average of ̂ and ˆ0.1  و  variance. The figure 5.13 
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show the performance of suggested methods for different ratio of  ̂  . For smaller 

ratio of  ̂  , transmission delay times between nodes will be less important, then 

the proposed methods have the similar performance and functionality of the 

mentioned method by Dhakal and etc.[47].  

 

Figure 5.13: The effect of execution speed up ration and load transferring speed up in 

execution of the load. 

 

For considering impact of number of nodes in performance of proposed 

method, we define a new scenario. In this scenario the average command execution 

speed up and the transfer speed up are model based on the Gaussian distribution, like 

previous scenario. The average execution speed up is initialized by 500 and average 

transfer speed up is initialized by 50 and also the number of external loads to suit the 

size of the network is considered as much as 100 times the number of network nodes. 

The figure 5.13 show the result of this scenario based on different size of network. 

As can be seen, the proposed method because of its distributed nature of the network 
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size will not impact its proper performance. As can be seen, the proposed method 

because of its distributed nature of the network size will not impact its proper 

performance. As can be seen, in the proposed method because of its distributed 

nature, the network size do not impact its proper performance.

 

Figure 5.14: The impact of network size in performance of proposed methods. 

 
 

5 Conclusion 

In this thesis a model is proposed that each node can calculate the number of 

available tasks at the specific time period and each node can estimate its status based 

on this model and is placed in the two sets, the nodes with positive load and the 

nodes with negative load. The nodes with negative load, relative to their computing 

power and volume of load that is intended to them to run, have more capacity to 

execute the tasks and it’s possible to assign more tasks to them. On the other hand, 

the nodes with positive load has less computing power than the considered load for 

them and a portion of their load should be transferred to other nodes. Practically this 
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load balancing mechanism can be introduced for estimating amount of transferred 

load from node with positive load to node with negative load. 

We present a model for accurate estimating of extra load in each node that 

should be transferred and this model is designed to work distributed and there is not 

ant central node to manage the load of the system and in this model we consider the 

communication delay in specifying the amount of load should be transferred. For 

considering the communication delay factor, we define a parameter named 

Compensating factor and formulate it and then we proposed three methods to 

determine it while the performance of the proposed load balancing mechanism 

increase, especially in the systems that the delay of communication is noticeable. 

The result of simulation illustrates the substantial improvement in the efficiency of 

the proposed load balancing mechanism in compare with the common distributed 

load balancing mechanisms in managing dynamic and unpredictable requests.  
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